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Arlington-Fairfax Chapter, Inc.  

Izaak Walton League of America 

14708 Mount Olive Road 

Post Office Box 366 , Centreville, VA 20122-0366 

 

Newsletter 
Volume 50, Number 2 May, June, & July 2012 

 

Heroes Like You Can Help Heroes Like These 
Steve Canale 

           
                                                                                                 

 
                                                                                                                        Finn 

     Pediatric medical centers, like St. Jude Children's Research Hospital work miracles. If you've every lived it, you'd 

know. 

     Though not a St. Jude's patient, left me introduce you to Finn.  A routine prenatal exam, when his mother was 

seven months pregnant, identified a very serious congenital heart defect, severe aortic stenosis.  The condition was 

so serious, doctors, decided to deliver him nearly two months premature.  They knew that it would be fight to save 

his life. 

     Finn was born June 8, 2011 at Washington Hospital Center and immediately transferred to Children's National 

Medical Center in Washington, DC., where doctors performed a very high risk procedure, to insert a balloon into his 

aortic valve.  On a ventilator and feeding tube, Finn fought through infections and relapses.  He spent over 3 months 

in the Neonatal Cardiac Intensive Care Unit. 

     Finn is now home, he smiles, loves attention and wants to be tickled.  He is one of the very few infants born so 

premature, with that medical condition to survive.  “Believe” is the motto of Children's National Medical Center. 

     Finn is also part of the of the Arlington-Fairfax IWLA family.  His father, Ian Gillespie and his grandfather Dan 

Gillespie are IWLA members who compete in the Winter Shotgun League and are regulars at Crush'n Clays. 

 

     Finn is also my grandson.  Every Crush'n Clays event is, now, more meaningful. 

 

Regardless of whether you can attend this year’s Crush'n Clays” event, please consider making a contribution. 

 

 You make a living from what you get, but you make a life from what you give.   

 

Contributions can be made to “Crush’n Clays” and sent to: 

Virginia Shooting Sports Association, P.O. Box 1258, Orange, VA 22960 

Look for the insert in this newsletter 
Sign up  to participate or help out with this event June 9, 2012 
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Important  contact information 

Chapter Officers  

President 

Ernie Padgette…………….……...540-439-6085 

Vice President 

Tom Ciarula……………………...703-250-0947 

Secretary 

Pamela Meara…………………….703-362-7293 

Treasure 

Bob Crisman…………..…………540-338-7316 

Membership Chairman 

Jim Showalter………………..…..571-338-5467 

Chapter Directors 

Target Archery 

Leroy Anderson………………….703-644-1560 

Director At Large 

Carl Armstrong…………...……...703-830-5091 

Skeet & Trap 

Bob Brino…………………….….703-368-4934 

Conservation 

John Seaberg…….……….……....703-830-9365 

Rifle & Pistol 

Ed Franzosa……………….….…..703-255-3088 

Director At Large 

Oscar Starz…………………...…..703-321-8626 

Director At Large 

David Myers………………….…..703-395-9613 

Director At Large 

Dave Cunningham……….…..…..202-436-6410 

Director At Large 

Ben Crandall………………….….703-993-4503 

Education & Training 

Bucky Sills……………………….703-830-0458 

Field Archery 

Dick Riemer……………………...703-543-8585 

Youth Activities  

Tom Pike………………………....703-802-0740 

Director At Large 
Randy Hancock…...…………..….703-830-8539 

Director At Large 
Art Twichell……………………...703-960-6524 

Committee Chairpersons 

Attend your chapter meetings 
Regular Membership Meeting 

3rd Tuesday of each month 

7:30 pm @ Field house 

Chapter Board of Directors Meeting 

1st Tuesday of each month 

7:30 pm @ Field House 

All members welcome 

Field house phone numbers 
Chapter Field house………...703-631-4495 

Rifle & Pistol Field house….703-631-4496 

Skeet & Trap Field house…..703-631-4497 

Field Archery Field house….703-631-4498 

 Chapter Presidents E mail 

epadgette@sprynet.com 

Chapter Fax Number 

703-631-0968 

Chapters Web-site 

www.arlingtonfairfax-iwla.org 

Adopt-A-Highway  / Colin Riley……………..703-200-3994  

Advance Planning / your name here………….your phone # 

Buildings and Grounds / Bucky Sills…….…..703-830-0458 

Bull Run Muzzleloaders / Tony Sucher………..703-354-2726 

Caretaker / Rick Kohne……………...………..571-334-5125 

Chapter Field House / Ed Ables……………....703-938-0726 

Conservation / John Seaberg………..………....703-830-9365 

Education & Training / Bucky Sills…………..703-830-0458 

Field Archery / Dick Riemer…………………..703-543-8585 

Historian /  your name here……………….....…your phone # 

Junior Olympic Archery  / Mary LeCompte …..703-361-4565 

                                             Lani Young………..703-742-8142 

Legislation / your name here…………………..your phone # 
Meeting Program / Tom Ciarula……….……....703-250-0947 

Membership /  Jim Showalter…….…………...571-338-5467 

Admin. assistants  / Linda Armstrong……….. 703-909-2708  

                                  Scott Aldrich……...……..571-213-2541                                   

Newsletter /  Pam Meara / Bucky Sills………...703-266-2235 

Outdoor Ethics / Jim Mills……………….…..703-437-9133 

Pond Manager / John Seaberg …………….....703-830-9365 

Program Outreach / / your name here………….your phone # 

Public Relations / your name here…..………..your phone # 

Rifle-Pistol Range / Ed Franzosa………...….703-255-3088 

Scholarship / Dave Dobbins…………………..703-753-0878 

Skeet & Trap Range / Bob Brino……………...703-368-4934 

Target Archery / Leroy Anderson…….……….703-644-1560  

                          Frank Kelly.…………………..703-256-0935 

Youth Activities / Tom Pike………….……...703-802-0740  

Scouting Activities / Tom Pike……...……….....703-802-0740 

Keep this page handy 

 its got all the contact information you need 

Chapter Field house Hours 
1sr & 3rd Tuesday 1pm to 4:30pm   

2nd & 4th Tuesday 1pm to 9pm 
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President’s Column 

January, 2012 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I suspect I am easily confused, if not befuddled, by life’s little conundrums. Things which seem 

to be apparent, or which cause no puzzlement, to most seem often to intrigue me; and to involve a con-

siderable amount of thought. Or perhaps I am simply easily amused. There are many things I do not 

understand. With most things though, if I watch closely enough, I eventually begin to discern certain 

recurring patterns. 

 

 When I first moved into Fairfax County, lo these many years ago, I found the hotly debated is-

sue of the day involved increased funding for the school system. We the voters were told the high stan-

dard of education we all expected and deserved could not be preserved without additional funding. 

Since education was a key element in my moving into Fairfax County in the first place, I of course 

wanted the high quality of education to continue. The following election, I voted to “save the schools”. 

 

The following year, the hotly debated issue of the day involved increased funding for the roads. 

We the voters were told the high standard of road maintenance and repair we all expected and de-

served could not be preserved without additional funding. Since the quality of the roads was a key ele-

ment in my moving into Fairfax County in the first place, I of course wanted the high quality of road 

maintenance and repair to continue. The following election, I voted to “fix the roads”. 

 

The following year, the hotly debated issue of the day involved increased funding for emer-

gency services; police, fire, rescue. We the voters were told the high standard of emergency services we 

all expected and deserved could not be preserved without additional funding. Since the quality of 

emergency services was a key element in my moving into Fairfax County in the first place, I of course 

wanted the high quality of emergency services to continue. The following election, I voted to “maintain 

emergency services”. 

 

The next year, the hotly debated issue of the day was increased funding for the school system. 

The year after that, roads. And the year after that, emergency services. Then schools, roads and emer-

gency services all over again. And, yet again. 

 

It had been my hope that eventually I would have the opportunity to vote on other things; 

things I wanted to vote for and against; things such as “Shall the amount of your tax money handed 

over to people who have done absolutely nothing to earn or deserve it be increased”? Or perhaps 

“Shall your elected county representatives be given an unlimited personal budget to redecorate their 

office”? Or maybe even “Should any tiny little area of your life remain unregulated or uncontrolled by 

some level of government”? But somehow, these issues never seemed to be up for a vote. Eventually, I 

began to discern a pattern. 
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Some years ago I was relaxing at home, drinking a beer and watching NASCAR on a Sunday 

afternoon. The doorbell rang. An earnest young lady was standing on my doorstep. She proceeded to 

explain that God was going to destroy the world in a huge cataclysm of hellfire unless all of mankind 

repented and begged forgiveness from the Almighty. Fortunately for me, she could make all this hap-

pen with no effort on my part, and I could be back watching NASCAR, if I would only contribute a 

couple of bucks to her very worthy cause. I slipped her a five and Earnhardt slipped past Wallace on 

the outside with two laps to go. 

 

 A few weeks or months later, I was relaxing at home, drinking a beer and watching NASCAR 

on a Sunday afternoon. The doorbell rang. Another earnest young lady was standing on my doorstep. 

She proceeded to explain that people in Ethiopia were starving and it was all my fault. She was a bit 

obscure in explaining what exactly I had done to cause the problem; but fortunately for me, she could 

get food to the starving masses with no effort on my part, and I could be back watching NASCAR, if I 

would only contribute a couple of bucks to her very worthy cause. I slipped her a five and Earnhardt 

slipped past Marlin on the inside with three laps to go. 

 

 Some little time later, I was relaxing at home, drinking a beer and watching NASCAR on a 

Sunday afternoon. The doorbell rang. An earnest young man was standing on my doorstep. He pro-

ceeded to explain that baby seals were being clubbed to death without benefit of anesthesia and it was 

all my fault. He was a bit obscure in explaining what exactly I had done to cause the problem; but for-

tunately for me, he could solve the problem with no effort on my part, and I could be back watching 

NASCAR, if I would only contribute a couple of bucks to his very worthy cause. I was beginning to 

discern a pattern, so I told him I thought there were too many baby seals in the world and the popula-

tion needed to be thinned. Earnhardt nudged Martin into the outside lane and slipped past on the last 

lap. 

 

 Since then, hardly a week goes by without some new problem coming to light; generally some 

issue of which I have never heard, but one that will cause irreparable harm to the entire world, and is 

all my fault. Fortunately, there is always an organization that will fix the problem with no effort on my 

part, if only I will contribute a few dollars to their very worthy cause. There is definitely a pattern 

emerging. 

 

 Back in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the United States was going through a period of cold 

weather. You know how the weather works; sometimes it is cold and sometimes it is hot. Sometimes it 

rains and sometimes it doesn’t. It’s been a topic of common conversation for a very long time. As Mr. 

Clemens so famously said “A great, great deal has been said about the weather, but very little has ever 

been done”. Well, this time was going to be different. Various eminent and very earnest scientists were 

publishing a plethora of very scholarly articles concerning the effect of manmade pollution upon the 

Earth’s atmosphere. The particulate pollution was  

Presidents Colum continued from page 3 
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preventing the Sun’s warming rays from reaching the surface of the planet. An ice age was going to 

result and it was all our fault. Fortunately, they could fix it with no effort on our part if only we would 

tell the Government to put them in charge of everything, change everything and, incidentally, give 

them a lot of grant money to study the problem and talk about it. Unfortunately, nothing was actually 

done. An ice age resulted and all life on the planet ended sometime in the mid-1990s. Oh wait… that’s 

not what happened. 

 

 What actually did happen? Nothing. That’s all. Nothing. It got warmer again, things settled 

down and life went on as normal. Maybe there is a reason why the average temperature actually *IS* 

an average. Maybe when it gets colder, it must then get warmer; just to maintain the average. 

 

 Today, the United States is going through a period of warm weather. You know how the 

weather works; sometimes it is cold and sometimes it is hot. Sometimes it rains and sometimes it does-

n’t. It’s been a topic of common conversation for a very long time. As Mr. Clemens so famously said 

“A great, great deal has been said about the weather, but very little has ever been done”. Well, this 

time is going to be different. Various eminent and very earnest scientists are publishing a plethora of 

very scholarly articles concerning the effect of manmade pollution upon the Earth’s atmosphere. The 

carbon gas pollution is preventing the Sun’s warming rays from escaping the atmosphere of the 

planet. A global warming is going to result and it is all our fault. Fortunately, they can fix it with no 

effort on our part if only we will tell the Government to put them in charge of everything, change eve-

rything and, incidentally, give them a lot of grant money to study the problem and talk about it. Un-

fortunately, nothing has actually been done. A period of uncontrolled warming will result and all life 

on the planet will end sometime in the mid-2070s. Oh wait… A pattern is emerging. 

 

 What do I think actually will happen? Nothing. That’s all. Nothing. It will get cooler again, 

things will settle down and life will go on as normal. Maybe there is a reason why the average tempera-

ture actually *IS* an average. Maybe when it gets warmer, it must then get cooler; just to maintain 

the average. 

 

 From the time of my birth, I have lived in a world constantly plagued by a sense of impending 

doom from one source or another. And although I am unsure as to whether there is an actual threat, 

or simply the sense of impending doom itself, the one constant seems to be those who seek to profit 

from the situation. Nuclear war, biological weapons, chemical weapons, radiation from outer space, a 

new ice age, Bird flu, Avian flu, Swine flu, Asian flu, the second coming, the oil crisis, atomic energy 

byproducts, death of the algae in the oceans, depletion of the ozone in the air, depletion of the fish in 

the sea, shifting poles, too much particulate matter in the air, not enough particulate matter in the air, 

methane ice buildup on the oceans floor, loud music, bad music, the death of rock and roll, the death 

of the whales, species depletion, genetic engineering, Democrats, over population, worldwide famine, 

pesticides, fertilizers, lead in gasoline, lead in paint, unleaded coffee, saccharin,  

Presidents Colum continued from page 4 
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Mercury in the water, Mercury in the fish, oil spills, ADHD; PTSD; PMS, LMAO, death, plague, fam-

ine and pestilence; all the Horsemen of the Apocalypse and a herd more… and an ever growing horde 

of well intentioned people who want to save me from myself, from my follies and my failings. All I 

have to do is give up a little bit of my money, a little bit of my freedom, a little bit of my time. My 

money and time maybe; we can talk. But the freedom thing I have already promised to my children 

and grandchildren. It isn’t mine to give away. Now if you’ll excuse me, I’m going to get a beer and 

watch NASCAR. Thanks; Ernie P. 

 

PS: Newsflash. I just caught a piece of the news. A very well spoken and well educated lady Doctor of 

something or other was testifying before Congress. There’s some new health problem we never heard 

of that can only be solved by giving her and her colleagues a lot of grant money to study the problem 

and talk about it. Unless something is done soon, the death rate will “unavoidably permanently in-

crease”. The death rate will increase? Isn’t the death rate already 1:1? One to a customer? Unavoid-

able? How can that increase? I need a beer. Tnx; EP 

Up Coming Cub Run Shoots 

PIN SHOOT MAY 13 
AFRICAN SAFARI SHOOT:   JUNE  17 

BUCKBUSTER  3-D  SHOOT:  SEPTEMBER  23 

 

ARCHERY UPDATE 
Cub Run Archers would like to extend a warm welcome and an invitation to all members of the IWLA to take advan-

tage of the many facilities, training opportunities, archery equipment, events and great camaraderie that our club has to 

offer.  Our state of the art indoor range is available for your use anytime a qualified Range Officer is on site.  It is com-

mon knowledge that a good many regulars in the club are at the range house every morning from approximately 9:30 

am until noon.  This is a great time to come down and introduce yourself and find out what Cub Run Archers is all 

about.  If you are new to archery and need advice on anything from bow setup, arrow tuning to shooting technique, not 

only will you find literally, several hundred years of collective experience, but the equipment to perform those tasks.  

We especially would like to encourage youth participation and have a great many youth bows that young shooters may 

practice with to develop their skills.  The cost to join Cub Run Archers is only $15 per year, per family.  Though you 

don’t need to be a member of Cub Run Archers to use the facilities, we have a monthly newsletter and several dinners 

and picnics throughout the year and attendance at even one of these would easily be worth the annual membership.  If 

you are interested, please contact Robert D’lmperio, Secretary, Cub Run Archers, 13490 Edge Rock Ct. Chantilly, VA 

20151.  You may email Bob at robbyrayd@yahoo.com as well. 

The outdoor facilities are available to any member in good standing of the IWLA.  We have practice range with target 

butts at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 yards.  These are lighted as well if you would like to shoot in the evenings.  

There is also a crossbow station with a movable bag target for field point shooting and a broadhead target for shooting 

broadheads into.  Remember, crossbows are allowed ONLY at the special crossbow station and not at any of the other 

targets or ranges.  A 28 point field archery course is also available for use to all IWLA members.  Daytime use only as 

there is no lighting on the field course. 

Presidents Colum continued from page 6 

Cub Run Archers  
News from 

mailto:robbyrayd@yahoo.com
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Last month we installed two soda machines on the Rifle-Pistol Range.  It took us several weeks to learn how 

to adjust the machines (they didn’t give us operating manuals).  We had a few cans of soda burst because we 

had the temperatures set too cold.  Did you know that diet soda freezes more readily because it does not have 

all that sugar in it to lower its freezing point temperature?  We do now. 

 

It has been interesting to hear some of the comments of the range users about the machines.  In one case an 

adult leaves his two boys (ages 10-12 or so) in the range house.  One of them goes over to the refrigerator 

and opens it.  He exclaims, “Oh damn, there’s no MORE free soda!”  In another case two adults are discuss-

ing things at the range.  One says, “I don’t like those soda machines.”  Now let’s see why he didn’t like the 

soda machines.  (1) We dropped the price of soda back to 50¢ a can (it was 75¢ a can during the last time we 

had the sodas in the refrigerator).  So perhaps he wanted to pay more per can!  (2) We have more variety of 

sodas now.  (3) We can keep more soda in the machines so there is less chance of running out of COLD soda 

in your favorite flavor.  Why, why is he unhappy?  Oh yeah, like the kid above he couldn’t get a free one 

whenever the mood struck him.  Oh well ... too bad. 

 

 

Guests at the Rifle-Pistol Range 

 

There is some confusion about bringing guests to the Rifle-Pistol Range.  From the Rifle-Pistol Range Rules. 

 

Range Qualified Chapter members are authorized to bring guests to the Rifle-Pistol Range.  This does 

not mean that your son who is NOT a chapter member can bring his buddies to the range for an afternoon of 

shooting fun. 

 

However, no guest will be allowed on the range unless accompanied and supervised by a Range Quali-

fied Chapter member.  This means that if you (the chapter member) bring two guests with you, you are 

NOT getting two or three shooting positions.  Since you have to supervise your guests you CANNOT shoot 

when they are shooting.  You get one shooting position.  You put only one firearm down on the position ta-

ble at the firing line.  You put only ammunition for that firearm on the table at the firing line.  One person 

(you or a guest) shoots the firearm at a time.  YOU MAINTAIN COMPLETE CONTROL OVER THE AC-

TIVITIES OF YOU AND YOUR GUESTS AT ALL TIMES. 

 

Members are responsible for the conduct and actions of their guests.  If your guest is shooting in an un-

safe manner the duty Range Officer will tell you to correct the unsafe action(s).  If you ignore this or if the 

unsafe shooting action(s) continue you and your guests will be required to leave the range.  We cannot and 

will not accept unsafe shooting practices by members or their guests. 

 

The number of times that any one guest may be allowed to use the range is subject to the Chapter rule 

(three times in one year.)  So you cannot bring your neighbor or co-worker to the range every  

How are the new soda machines 

working out? 
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weekend.  This rule was created when some members would split a membership fee between themselves and 

a friend or two.  And the member brought the other guys out as many times as they wanted. 

 

Members may bring dependents and spouses to the range without regard to this limit on the number 

of uses, but the member must remain in close proximity and immediate supervision of such family 

members at all times and members are responsible for the conduct and actions of their family mem-

bers.  The chapter member must have immediate supervision over family members at all times.  You cannot 

supervise your child if you are shooting at another bench.  We have seen instances where the adult parks the 

kid and a firearm on a firing line table along with a box of ammunition.  Then the adult goes to another table 

to get some shooting done.  (Now occasionally the kid shoots better than the adult and the kid should be su-

pervising daddy’s shooting!)  To keep the range safe for all participants and to prevent accidents that could 

lead to the county shutting down the range we must make the chapter member supervise his/her family mem-

bers. 

 

 

Range Closed for Repairs 

 

The Rifle-Pistol Range will be closed for repairs on Tuesday, May 29th, Wednesday May 30th, Thursday May 

31st, and Friday, June 1st.  Closed means NO shooting daytimes or evenings on those days.  If you come out 

we will put you to work! 

 

 

Clean Up After You Shoot 

 

While most shooters at the Rifle-Pistol Range are getting better at picking up their brass after shooting, we 

still have a trash problem on the firing line.  The range recycles spent brass and aluminum soda cans to make 

some money to help out with range operation finances.  Do your part by putting the brass in the recycling 

boxes and the aluminum cans in the plastic bin after you have crushed the can.  Both recycling containers are 

located at the entrance to the firing line. 

 

Another trash problem is broken clay pigeons left on the range floor.  The clay pigeons and spent fragments 

on the back berm can be left in place BUT if you are shooting at clay pigeons that were mounted on the tar-

get frames at 25, 50, or 75 yards, you must pick up the busted clay pigeon remains.  Do not leave broken clay 

pigeons where we are mowing the grass.  It should also be obvious that you can NOT throw clay pigeons out 

onto the range floor and then shoot at them.  This practice is totally forbidden as it can lead to ricocheting 

projectile that could leave the range.  THE RANGE FLOOR IS NOT A TARGET AREA! 

 

We are finding way too many candy wrappers, plastic sandwich bags, shotgun hulls, cloth cleaning patches, 

and other trash under the shooting benches.  If you throw the stuff on the ground it is up to YOU to pick up 

the mess and put it in the trash barrels on the firing line.  The duty range officers are not there to pick up after 

you or your guests.  So police up everything you are leaving behind before you leave the range. 
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If you are new to the Rifle-Pistol Range or have forgotten our procedures ASK the duty Range Officer.  If 

you have never shot on our range and don’t know where the targets are stored, or don’t know how to posi-

tion the paper targets on the target frames ASK the duty Range Officer.  If you have a new firearm, espe-

cially if you have a handgun that you have never fired before, start your shooting of that firearm by sitting at 

a bench to find out where the bullets are hitting relative to the sights.  Too many people start shooting a new 

gun while standing before they have adjusted their aim to match the bullet impact.  This leads to bullets hit-

ting the target frames, or hitting the baffles, or hitting the range floor and ricocheting out of the range com-

pletely.  Hitting the frames or the baffles can cost money to repair.  Rounds leaving the range can lead to an 

accident that could close the range forever. 

 

 

Green Sticker on Your Range Qualification Badge 

 

When you renewed your chapter membership for 2012 you got a small green sticker to put on your Range 

Qualification Badge.  If you don’t bring and wear your Range Qualification Badge when you come to the 

range you will not be allowed to use the range.  And your Range Qualification Badge must show that you 

are a current member.  That is where the small green sticker comes in. 

 

To shoot you must have a Range Qualification Badge that shows you are a current (2012) member! 

 

Dr Ed, CRO 

Ask Questions When in Doubt 

Power company tree crews clearing overhang-

ing trees close to power lines  

We will be working on regrading the roads to-

wards the end of April 

Maintenance at the Chapter 

Do you know of any maintenance items around the 

chapter that might need taken care of  ???          
 

If so just contact Bucky Sills at 

bucky.sills@arlingtonfairfax.org 

Or 

Call 703-631-4495 and leave message  
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Colonel Birt Kidwell Winter Skeet and Trap League 2012 Season Award Winners 

 

The 2012 season of the Winter Skeet and Trap League concluded on Sunday 1 April with the final standings once again be-

ing determined during the very last matches for both team and individual competition.  The season started early this year the 

8th of January with no weather cancelations due to the unseasonably warm temperatures and very little snowfall.  We were 

able to get all 13 weeks of shooting in, so it was a complete six skeet and six trap match season.  

 

 In the Individual Competition, our High Overall Average winner was once again Bob Nolan, who broke exactly the same 

number of targets as last year: 560 of 600 targets equating to a combined average of 23.333. Jim Hickerson was also a re-

peat winner, taking the honors for high Skeet average with an impressive 24.167 hitting 290 of 300 targets.  Right behind 

him for Skeet runner-up was Alan Hickerson, who broke 286 targets. Bob Nolan also shot the best average in Trap finishing 

with a 23.583 average, but since each shooter is only eligible for one individual award, the prize goes to the next highest 

shooter. In Trap, the high average winner was Ron Gazda, ending the season with an average of 23.417 hitting 281 of 300 

targets.  The runner-up for high trap was Marcelo Labarca, coming in with a 23.333 average. In the Most Improved Cate-

gory, John Bumgarner beat out several other contenders to capture the award with a combined average improvement from 

last season of 8.167 targets.  Congratulations to all of our individual awardees for their consistent performance and excellent 

marksmanship. 

 

The team competition this year included two categories: one based on team points won in head to head matches each week 

against another team and the second based on cumulative team scores over the entire season.  The top five teams in each 

category earned an award for all the team members, with no team permitted to receive an award in both. The competition 

was fierce with the winners being decided by tenths in the team scores and a match point spread of only 6.5. 

 

In the Cumulative Team Score Category, Captain Brian Hickerson led his squad to a season score of 2,395.617 to lock 

down the 1st place award. Joining Brian were Team 17 members Alan Hickerson, Ben Hickerson, Jim Hickerson, Marcelo 

LaBarca, and Leo Roppo. Team 2 landed in the 2nd place slot with a score of 2,382.377 led by Captain Scott Stannard and 

members John Bumgarner, John Dillingham, Evan Feldman, Steve Geraci, and David Lowry. Third place was won by 

Team 3 with a score of 2,375.116 and members Dave Carlson, Captain Mike Logwood, John Green, John Hunter, John Sea-

berg, and John Skuchko. Team 25 captured 4th Place coming in with a score of 2,370.005 and members Chuck Henegar, 

Robert Hughes, Matt Kroll, Captain Chuck Reynolds, Leo Titus and Garnett Williams. The 5th place finisher was Team 22 

with a 2,358.105 and members Captain Steve Canale, Doug Downer, Carl Josefson, Ashly Palles, Mel Stahl, and Tim Ty-

nan.  

 

In the Team Points Category, Team Number 12, Captained by Doug Minnig, topped the list in 1st place with 28.0 points. 

Joining Doug were Ron Gazda, Tom Horio, Robert Melikian, Steve Schlesinger, and Bruce Storey. We ended the season 

with a three way tie for 2nd place with the final standings being determined by their cumulative team scores. Matt Love’s 

Team 7 took the 2nd place honors with 24.0 points consisting of Robert Bosley, Jim Love 4th, Jim Love 5th, Mary Love and 

Mike Love. Team 24 also with 24.0 points captured 3rd place with members Captain Joe Back, Mike Layton, Jeff Miller, 

Matt Schupbach, Dave, Wabeke, and Jonathan Wabeke.  Forth place went to Team 11 also with 24.0 points and members 

Ken Curcio, Bill Donnelly, Rob Ellis, Bob Hohman, Greg Wilcox and Captain Randolph Williams. Taking Fifth Place 

award was Team 13 also with 21.5 points and members Captain Bruce Brown, David Flores, Sherrill Hebert, Peter Hoene, 

Mel Keener, and Cliff Sturdivant. 

 

The awards for all the winners will be presented at the Chapter Picnic in July, so plan to come out, congratulate all the 

shooters, and eat some great food prepared by our own Bucky Sills, Rick Kohne and their merry band of BBQ chefs. 

 

Thanks to all of the league members for their dedication and perseverance throughout the season and special thanks to Pete 

Bills and Ford Moseley for keeping the ranges operating smoothly and facilities in good order, and to Hank Waters for his 

web site work.  Bob Brino, Director of Trap and Skeet, also deserves a thank you for all the league members for his gra-

cious hospitality, wiliness to let us use the range all winter, but especially for keeping the hamburgers flowing every Sun-

day! Although we are just concluding the 2012 season, the summer will surely go by quickly and it will once again be time 

to get ready for the 2013 season – first shoot is already on the schedule for 6 January.  Keep your head down and your eye 

on the target! 
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Watershed Conservation 

Activities 
By Colin Riley 

 

  The mild Winter likely played no small part in the higher 

than expected attendance at the stream cleanups at the be-

ginning of this year. 

  On January 7th, 11 people showed up for the shoreline 

cleanup of Mason Neck State Park, the most volunteers 

that ever come out for one of these Winter events.  Most 

of our effort were confined to the area around the Bay 

View Trail where there was no shortage of flood borne 

plastic trash.  With temperatures in the mid 60's and virtu-

ally no wind, the weather was quite comfortable. 

 The water however was too cold to use canoes or other 

watercraft to move the trash, which meant that we had to 

carry out 14 bags of trash and a car tire for a quite a dis-

tance to the parking lot.  The total weight of trash col-

lected was 301 pounds. 

 
Volunteers on Jan 7, 2012 Mason Neck State Park 

 

   Maintaining the trend, 10 volunteers participated in an Adopt A Stream Cleanup of the floodplain of Cub Run on 

February 4th.  It was an overcast day but mild for February with temperatures in mid 40's. 

We carried out 11 bags of trash weighing 195 pounds but there is still quite a lot of plastic and styrofoam remaining in 

the woods from the September 2011 flood.  I am hopeful that we will be able to make a big dent in it at our cleanup 

there on April 15th. 

   Compared to the January and February events, the March 10th cleanup at Bull Run was rather chilly, in spite of that, 

22 volunteers showed up.  Chapter members; Vinnie Caporale, Bill Rouck and Chuck Overpeck acted as crew leaders, 

which allowed me to divide the volunteers into three groups, each tasked with cleaning a separate section of Bull Run.  

The cleanup was scheduled to run for three hours but we had enough volunteers that we were able to finish in a little 

over two hours.  23 bags were filled with styrofoam, plastic bottles, plastic bags, food wrappers and even a piece of 

carpeting. A number of large items were carried out including a boat  

ladder, a car tire, and a shopping cart. Sharp objects were also abundant, more than 30 pounds broken glass was picked 

up and volunteers found a number of kitchen knives along the mile length of the stream that we were cleaning. Total 

weight of the trash collected was 559 pounds. 

   The success of the Chapters participation in the Virginia Adopt A Stream program over the past few years is due in 

no small measure to a number of Arlington Fairfax Chapter members such as the ones mentioned above who have 

helped me manage the volunteers and of course to many more Chapter members who have repeatedly volunteered their 

time to help clean our local waterways such as Jay Kahn, Paul Miller, Roel Cuejilo, Tim Terrell, Tom Pike, Craig Os-

teen and Jim Pont. 

Thank you all, 

Colin 
 

If you would like more information on the following events or any unscheduled volunteer opportunities, please give 

me a call at 703-200-3994 or send an email to fairfaxwatershed@yahoo.com 

Website  http://waterquality.awardspace.com 
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Upcoming Events 

 

May 5, 2011 – Adopt A Stream Cleanup of Bull Run 
Saturday from 9:00 am to 12:00 noon 

Participants will meet in the Route 28 Access Point parking lot next to 7122 Centreville Road Centreville, 

VA 20121 

 

June 2, 2012 – Clean the Bay Day at Mason Neck State 

Park 
Saturday from 9:30 am to 1:00 pm 

The Chapter will be conducting a shoreline cleanup of trash at Mason Neck State Park.  Participants will 

meet in the Park’s Visitor Center Parking lot at 7301 High Point 22079.Rd, Lorton, VA   

 

June 10, 2011  Adopt A Highway Cleanup – Mount Olive 

Road 
Sunday from 9:30 am to 11:30 am 

Participants will meet in the Chapter Field House parking lot. 

 

July 1, 2012  Adopt A Stream Cleanup of Cub Run 
Saturday from 9:00 am to 11:30 am 

Participants will meet in the Chapter Field House parking lot. 

 

Don't forget the 2012 Chapter Elections 

Nominations are due by the June Membership Meeting 

Voting will take place at the Chapter Field House on July 7th, 8th, 14th and 15th from 9 to 5 pm. 

 

Notes from the Chapter Office 

 

You MUST come to the Chapter to pick up your Badges.  They will not be sent by mail. 

 

If you are sending in your renewal form late, please ensure to attach the $25 late processing fee.  Other-

wise, the renewal from will be returned. 

 

Renewal forms MUST to be completed in FULL otherwise the form will be sent back to be completed. 

(This includes your date of birth) 

 

If you have any questions please call the Field House number 703-631-4495 and leave a message, includ-

ing a contact number. 

 

Updating from Life to the Family Life membership: you must pay National their fee at the time of your update.  

After that you can then update with the Chapter.  Otherwise, the family member has to pay a regular member 

fee.  
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The McCameron Twins:  Finbar and Liam 

Shamus McSwisher, a man with love in his heart and larceny on his mind. 

Eventually we lined the fellows up for the scuffle as best we could: 

And the Grand Marshall himself, Sweeney O'Alfers, appeared to fire the first shot and send this band 

This could only happen on a Wednesday at 

Skeet and Trap  

St Patrick's Day at IWLA 

I don’t see any difference then any other 

Wednesday  
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Wounded Warrior Shooting Team Update (3/28/2011) 
 

The word “HERO” is often misused these days. This is a story about true heroes; men who fell in combat, fight-

ing for our country, defending us all. Men who, after falling, have gotten back up; and who are now fighting to 

regain control of their lives. And, it is also a story of how we, our Chapter, our people, our Training Staff, have 

aided their struggle to rebuild their lives. 

 

The Arlington-Fairfax Chapter’s support to the Wounded Warrior Program continues. The effort has proven to 

be challenging, rewarding, and far more successful than we could have hoped. Last year our Chapter, and our 

team of dedicated Air Rifle coaches, trained and sponsored two Wounded Warriors to the Wounded Warrior 

Games at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs. David placed 3rd in Rifle and 7th in pistol; and Rob-

bie placed 7th in Rifle.  The soldiers from Walter Reed trying out for this year’s shooting team started practice in 

January.   

 

 
 

This year we started with a total of nine Wounded Warriors. This week the Army selected the three that will go 

to the games.  The expenses we have incurred this year have been higher than expected; as we had to purchase 

left handed shooting coats, slings, gloves and other assorted  

Continued on next page  
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equipment in large enough sizes to fit these guys. This is equipment we didn’t have on hand initially, since 

most of our training activities are geared toward youths. Still, we remain committed to ensuring these coura-

geous veterans receive everything they need, as they fight to return to some semblance of a normal life after 

their disabling combat injuries. So far the coaches, and a few supportive Chapter members, have reached into 

their own pockets to make sure these men have all the support they need to be successful. If you would like 

to support this program, please contact Tom Ciarula; or just mail a check annotated “Wounded Warrior Sup-

port” to the Chapter. Anything you donate will be used for this program exclusively; and will, of course, be 

tax deductible.  

 

The guys will wrap up their training and leave for the Olympic Training Center the 24th of April. We will let 

you know in the next newsletter how they did.  No matter what the results may be, one thing is certain. The 

support this Chapter provides to this program has added to the quality of life and assisted the rehabilitation 

program these men undergo. The smiles and gratitude these men have displayed as they have gone through 

the training program has been ample payment to the coaches who have worked with them. Proving to them-

selves that they can still learn, still compete, and still win, has an enormous effect on their morale. Trust us; 

they have all the courage and will power required; they simply need a chance. 

 

At the last NRA Smallbore Coach Class presented by our Chapter, we had two rehabilitation nurses from the 

VA hospital in Richmond in attendance.  It turns out the Veterans Administration has decided to use shoot-

ing as one of the rehabilitation techniques at the hospital.  We will work closely with the VA hospital as we 

proceed; because disabled shooting is new to all of us 

Wounded Warrior Shooting Team  (continued) 
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Arlington-Fairfax Chapter, Inc.  

Izaak Walton League of America 

Post Office Box 366   

Centreville, VA 20122-0366 

 

Return Service Requested 

We use re-cycled paper 

The Chapter Newsletter is your link to all chapter 

activities and information  Keep it handy 

 Now it is also available on our website  

 

 

“www.arlingtonfairfax-iwla.org”  

 
Check it out 
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